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INTRODUCTION
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Transforming the traditional confines of today’s procurement will take time and constant
effort. The inability to uphold the ongoing technological disruption stems from the lack
of internal competencies pertaining to digital advancements. Rapid advancements in
technology are redefining supply chains and are poised to change the way the
procurement function delivers organizational value.  
The application of disruptive technologies in procurement processes has already
altered the impact of this function. As a result, transactional procurement is being
automated, supplier relationships are becoming proactive, and strategic sourcing is
becoming more predictive. 
 
                                        What is Cognitive Procurement? 
 
Today, the field of procurement is witnessing major transformations due to the ongoing
digital facelift. The ball has started rolling, but the big question here is, when will it
reach its destination? According to our procurement experts, the nearest finish line in
sight is - ‘Cognitive Procurement.’ While this may be the case, few procurement pros
believe that the technology is linear due to which the finish line is continually inching
forward, making it difficult to pull out a conclusion from the scenario. However, to
understand what cognitive procurement means. It is essential to first understand what
cognitive solutions are. Cognitive solutions basically revolve around the technologies
that use- Artificial Intelligence (AI), Pattern Recognition, Natural Language
Process (NLP), and Data Mining. Cognitive procurement is a type of procurement that
is aided by the autonomous capabilities of artificial and intelligent technologies. Several
facets of procurement are likely to be affected by these cognitive solutions; thereby,
leveraging the use of automation and machine learning in the future. 
 
This supplement on 'Cognitive Procurement' will give you a head start on
exploring the most exciting trends in digital procurement. Continue reading to
know more. 
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Role of  Cognitive Technologies 
in Procurement
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Procurement is one such domain that is experiencing cognitive disruption - mainly
owing to its huge financial potential. Cognitive procurement systems leverage the use
of intelligent technology to empower procurement officials to do more than they
possibly could using outmoded systems. By offering detailed insights, cognitive
procurement solutions can speed up decision making and improve situational
awareness; thereby, driving superior performance. 
 
 
                  Applications of Cognitive Technologies in Procurement 
 
Cognitive procurement solutions aren’t merely an iteration of today's advanced
software solutions. Such solutions promise a dramatic shift in the role of technology in
procurement. Cognitive procurement solutions are a step ahead of analytics and
automation; thereby, offering solutions that can understand and think through an
objective, problem, or process. Just like major technological innovations that have
occurred in the past, cognitive technologies posses the potential to transform
procurement processes and disrupt industries. Here are a few fields in procurement in
which cognitive technologies are applicable: 
 
•    Sort through vast structured and unstructured datasets 
•    Conduct detailed supplier assessments 
•    Identify hidden risks through in-depth risk assessments 
•   Elaborate complex scenarios and comparison for evaluating bids 
•   Uncover new opportunities  
 
 
To prepare their team and stay ahead of the curve, its high time that procurement
organizations start a cognitive initiative or two. This is because those who leverage the
power of cognitive technologies will be at a significant advantage in the future.  
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A B O U T  S P E N D E D G E
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SpendEdge shares your passion for driving sourcing and procurement excellence.
We act as a global strategic partner for leading Fortune 500 firms and other

leading companies across industries. Our strength lies in delivering robust, real-
time procurement market intelligence solutions that help sourcing and procurement
professionals make informed decisions. Our innovative procurement solutions also
help enterprises transform structural capabilities, improve execution efficiency, and

fast-track time to savings. 
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